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About This Game

ASSASSINATION BOX is a first person shooter. Fight endless waves of enemies in Survival mode or start stealth night
mission. Fight for a better score and higher rank. Explore 9 different levels and comeback at night for stealth expirience.

Prepare for battle and customize loadout for every game mode. Earn money and buy better attachment for your arsenal. Level
up and gain advantege with various skills. Master every level and unlock secret bonus weapons.

Main features:

- Levels: 9
- Game Modes: 2

- Rank system
- Weapon customization

- Skills
- Profile levels
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Title: ASSASSINATION BOX
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
VitaliZelenyuk
Publisher:
VitaliZelenyuk
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8, 8.1, 10 32-bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-3450, 3.10GHz or AMD equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 1Gb or ATI equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Hardware specification target 720P/60FPS on medium or lower quality. Internet connection required for
online matches.

English,Russian
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ASSASSINATION BOX is a game that I can't recommend because:
- the price is too big for its quality
- it has big FPS drops
- it is boring
- the graphics are pretty bad
- the soundtrack is awful
- it is unplayable
- the only good reason to install this game is for the trading cards. It's a map about the size of an American football pitch.

There is no textures no cover.

Enemies appear, they kill you only when close, they appear as linearly. You die.

That's the concept.

This shouldn't even be in Alpha, this is a disgrace.. p fun $6 video game however there needs to be liberals in game that i can
shoot and kill. to buggy even for a beast computer
the game sucks bad idea
bad EVERYTHING
I would not tell anyone to buy this not even my worst nightmares id feel bad for them
for the sake DONT BUY THIS GAME. I liked the idea and the texture-less design but after starting the game I start flying off
the map for some unknown reason :|
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1326160126
Oh, and the bad guys seem to be immune to bullets for some reason.... anyone played cs go? its like running around as you fire
your AK... its the same accuresy here when you aim... 30 bullets to hit 2 of em on 5M range...
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In it's current state, this game is basically non-existant, there's nothing to play, just run around, shoot and stare at the screen, it
has been in development since god knows when, and I think the developers have given up on it since we haven't heard anything
from them since a couple months.. WORST GAME EVER. Its a decent game that i got for $2 it could be better but i understand
it is a newer game.
ITs fun.

Open the game, perss play spawn into a white room where i have to kill.
11.69/10 Best Mental Asylum simulator!
. At the moment this game is not really worth playing
the longer you stay alive the more buggy it gets
when you kill the AR (Artificial ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥) the shooting keeps on going (sounds)
they shoot trough walls even if the bullets dont kill you when they do it still looks strange

Graphics looks funny and not that bad but that is all i can say good about it
the game is really not worth the price they ask now

. actual garbage. you can't even do what you are supposed to do... shoot ppl. the recoil gives me seizures and the graphics
(although they are nice) are complete trash (they keep glitching). controls are alright, but still pretty bad. Game does not work
for me. "Fatal error" on startup. There are several comments in Discussion Board about this problem but I did not see ANY
responses from developer... only complaints.

Another issue with the game is that the badge page says "No card drops remaining" but it shows no trading cards earned.. To be
honest, at the momment it isn't great...
Some of the enemies dont respond, others just shoot on sight
There isn't much customisation, and guns in general
Slow-motion doesnt seem to work
BUT..!
I see that there is loads of potential in this game...
The trailer hooked me to begin with, but once I'd read the comments from others I was dubious.
However, I tried it out, and I have to say, its quite enjoyable as it is. Even though I havent played it much
I think that it can be so much better with updates and additions, so I'm holding out hope that it will
I will be keeping a close eye on this, and I think that it could be a great game, such as Ravenfield and Swords With Sauce
Keep it up!
. It's difficult to find a single good thing in this game.. throw into the trash can. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

MINIMUM:
Memory: 4 GB RAM

RECOMMENDED:
Memory: 16 MB RAM

So that means that my PC can't launch on minimun BUT I can launch it on recommended?! There must be some mistake right?
:D
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